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From Commitment to Action
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Welcome to Ljubljana, sLOVEnia
Thank you!
Basic information

• >15 ministers
• >500 participants at the Congress
• >100 participants at the Satellites
• >200 participants at the Virtual Congress
• >450 participants at the Regional Consultation
• >45,000 visitors on the website by now
Why you?
Why Slovenia?
OER: the driver of digital Transformation of Education
From Commitment to Action

Changing Having

Operational Rules
Value added models
Ease of process
Ease of access
Motivation

Policies
Content
Services
Infrastructure
Awareness
Ministry of Education, Science and Sport of Slovenia

- Good infrastructure, OER libraries, teachers training, awareness
- Policies being discussed across the government sectors
- Innovative e-services for education
- Investments in infrastructure, content, services, teachers education, research projects
- Programme for Innovative Learning Environments
- Partnering in Opening Up Slovenia initiative
- Strong collaboration with UNESCO and European Commission
- Initiating Opening Up Balkans initiative
Trnovo Kindergarten

**Open didactic stage** is our open form of learning environment and learning for personal and mutual intergenerational learning stories and for holistic learning experience of the youngest.

Creating implemented curriculum **on our own way** by Project Work with a Puppet (PWP) and Pedagogical Puppeteer (PP).

**Theatre Lab Trnovo (TLT)** nexus for innovations based on ideas in learning stories as the most open form of learning (experiential and experimental game of self-development).
Primary School Savsko naselje

Developmental-demonstrational centre of primary schools in Slovenia for:

development, testing, demonstration, and dissemination of good practice with emphasis on different forms of OER and open education

Universities and HigherEd
OER in health care institutions
OER in public administration
OER and Industries (various actors)
Next steps

Commitment → Action

Action → Reality